Research Council Agenda
Jan 13, 2016
3:30-5:00pm
A004 Blount Hall

Meeting minutes to be recorded by: Klenk and Kalyanaraman
Approval of minutes from December (attached with this email)

3:35 pm
Business
1. RC Chairs report (Senate ex-officio meetings with Chancellor Cheek, Jan 4.2016) - Ramki Kalyanaraman
2. Follow-up on ACTION ITEM from Dec RC meeting: “Should the forms for “forming Centers/Institutes/Bureaus” be modified(updated – need to identify members who could form the sub-committee to address this.
3. Update from Fall 2015 Centers Review Committee (Cooper and/or Klenk)
4. Discussion on Chronicle of Higher education article sent by Chris Boake – attached with this email - title is “Is risk a vanishing luxury.”

New Business
1. Suggestions for Future speakers. Lou Gross will (tentatively) present at Feb RC meeting.

Adjournment